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Abstract
Three published approaches, ”Network aggregation”, ”Result aggregation” and ”Layer co-analysis”,
that enable the application of the node2vec network embedding algorithm to multilayer networks
are implemented. The performance of these approaches, alongside some proposed extensions, is
evaluated for the problem of network clustering, where naive k-means is used to find the clustering
given the embedding. It is found that ”Network aggregation” and ”Layer co-analysis” sometimes
performs similarly to the generalized Louvain algorithm (measured by normalized mutual information),
but that hyperparameters are important. ”Result aggregation” algorithm generates embeddings
that produce poor clustering quality. Extending the ”Network aggregation” algorithm by having
weights in the aggregated network improves the results, but extending ”Layer co-analysis” to take
Jaccard similarity/distance into account does not seem to help performance. The most important
parameters for achieving a high normalized mutual information score are seen to be embedding size
and window size.
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Introduction

When representing relational data, a network is a natural data structure. The data can contain
information about the entities being modeled, as well as their relationships with each other.
Methods for analyzing networks have ubiquitous applications that range from increasing ad revenues
in social networks to drug discovery using knowledge graphs [1] [2]. Multilayer networks are
generalizations of single-layer networks, in which more structural information can be stored [3]. To
analyze multilayer networks, algorithms that use this additional information are needed. Extending
algorithms that have been developed for analyzing single-layer networks to the multilayer setting
is one way of developing such methods.
Finding communities in networks is an important unsupervised problem [4]. There exists several
approaches to this task, one of them being embedding the nodes in a vector space and then using
a clustering algorithm developed for vector clustering. Here, the network is mapped into a vector
space of low dimensionality. A common embedding method is to embed each node as a vector in
the low dimensional space. The problem then becomes to find the communities in the embedding.
This allows the use of algorithms developed for vector spaces to be used for community finding in
networks. The main problem is to find a good embedding that captures the relevant structure in
the network. This can for example be done using deep learning together with a random walks[5].
Chen et al suggests three methods that extend this framework to the multilayer setting [6]. They
show that this framework can reach state-of-the-art results on link prediction tasks. However,
no results are reported for any unsupervised task, and also no information about the influence of
hyperparameter settings on the results. In this work, we implement the suggested algorithms from
the paper by Chen et al. The resulting embeddings are then used for the unsupervised task of
clustering, where the clustering is performed by a naive k-means algorithm. We also study the
influence of hyperparameter settings on the clustering quality, and suggest some ways to improve
the algorithm based on measures of layer/neighborhood distance.
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2.1

Background
Graph embedding

A graph is a set of vertices V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vn } and a set of edges E = {e1 , e2 , ..., ek } connecting
some of the vertices. An edge is a pair of vertices (vi , vj ). The edges can be assigned a weight or
be unweighted. If an edge is weighted, we denote the weight of the edge (vi , vj ) by wij . Edges can
also be directed or undirected. In an undirected graph, the existence of an edge (vi , vj ) implies
the existence of (vj , vi ). In this report we study graphs where all nodes represent the same type of
entity, and all edges describe the same type of relationship. Such graphs are called homogeneous
graphs. The problem of graph embedding is to take a graph, and represent it in a d-dimensional
vector space. This embedding is supposed to preserve as many properties of the original graph as
possible. An important example of such representation is to represent each node in the network as
a single d-dimensional vector. For a more extensive overview and taxonomy of embedding, see for
example both Murphy et al and Chang et al [6] [7]. In this report we learn a shallow embedding,
which is an embedding given by a lookup table. In a shallow embedding, the graph structure is
only used in the loss function, but is then not used when the model is already trained. In this
work, the loss function is taken to be the same as that of the single layer network node2vec setting,
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the so-called skip-gram [8]. Figure 1 shows an illustrative toy example of the deep learning with
random walks embedding framework. A small network that consists of six nodes is embedded into
a two-dimensional space. In this example the algorithm takes random walks of length four to find
the text representation.

Figure 1: Conceptual illustration of the node2vec embedding algorithm.

2.1.1

Node2vec

Node2vec is a method for generating shallow node embeddings that utilizes biased random walks
and the word2vec algorithm [8]. The biased random walks in node2vec generates the sequences of
nodes that are then fed into word2vec. word2vec is an algorithm that embeds words from a large
corpus of text into corresponding vectors [9]. When it was published, word2vec achieved state of
the art for word embeddings [10]. In word2vec, a large corpus of sentences are feed into the model.
Given a context size (also known as window size) the algorithm tries to maximize the probability
of observing the words in the context [5]. The skip-gram loss function [5] does not take the local
ordering of the nodes into account when calculating the probability, and therefore this loss is given
by
X
min −log
P (vi+j |yi ).
(1)
y

−w≤j≤w

The probability, P (vi |yi ) is defined by the softmax function,
T
exp(yi+j
yi )
P (vi+j |yi ) = P
.
T
j exp(yj yi )

(2)

The softmax function is too computationally expensive why negative sampling is introduced in
order to get an approximate solution.

2.1.2

Random Walks

The simplest random walk in a graph is the uniform random walk. It moves from one node to next
by uniformly sampling a node from the neighbours. If the edges are weighted, the sampling could
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be non-uniform with the probabilities given by
wij

pij = P

j∈neighb

wij

,

(3)

where the sum is over all the neigbours of the node i. In node2vec the random walks are biased
to take into account both weights and which the previous node was. It does so by defining a new
weight w˜ij = α(k, j)wij , where the previously visited node is denoted by k [8]. The probabilities
are then calculated similarly as in equation (3). α(k, j) is given by


1/p, if d(k, j) = 0
α(k, j) = 1,
(4)
if d(k, j) = 1


1/q, if d(k, j) = 2,
where p and q are hyperparameters and d(k, j) is the shortest path distance between node k and
node j. This is illustrated in Figure 2. Changing the hyperparameters p and q should thus in
principle control how the context for a node is generated. For example, if p is very small, the
random walk will prefer to walk back and forth between two nodes, creating very small contexts.

Figure 2: Illustration of the random walk procedure, with different probabilities for the choice of
next node depending on the current and previous node in the sequence.

2.2

Extending the node2vec algorithm for multi-layer graph embedding

A multi-layer network is a group of networks depicting different forms of relationships between the
involved actors. An actor is an entity that is being represented by nodes in the different layers of
the network, and there is at most one node representing it in each layer. Compared to the single
layer network, multi-layer networks incorporate more topological information about interactions
between the nodes. This enables representation of more complex relationships both within and
across layers, potentially improving robustness of the analysis to the noise that can be present in a
standalone layer, and enabling algorithms to uncover more sophisticated relationships between the
nodes, which makes ability to leverage multiple layers desirable for the purposes of graph embedding
[3].
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Node2vec is designed to operate on single layer networks, which means that further steps are
necessary in order to make it applicable to multilayer networks. Three principal approaches enabling
application of node2vec idea in multilayer scenario were proposed in [6]:
• ”Network aggregation”
• ”Result aggregation”
• ”Layer co-analysis”
”Network aggregation”
Since node2vec is originally designed for single layer networks, this approach converts the multilayer
network into a single layer network. Assuming that edges from different layers are equal, it
attempts to summarize the multilayer network by merging all of its layers into a single one, without
allowing multi-edges between the nodes. The existing graph embedding algorithm can then be
applied to learn this ”summary” network and to produce embeddings. The algorithm, omitting
implementation details, is described in Algorithm 1 and illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Overview of the ”Network aggregation” approach.
The problem with this approach is that by pre-processing the network into a single layer it does
not allow random walks to represent information that may be present in the structure of individual
layers. Handling weighted layers is also problematic, since weights of the edges can represent
different things across different layers and be on different scales.
”Result aggregation”
This algorithm embeds each of the layers into its own separate vector space. In order to obtain a
representation of the actors in the network these embeddings are then merged by concatenation.
The process is illustrated in Figure 4 and summarized in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 1 ”Network aggregation”
Get multilayer network M Lnet = (V, EM Lnet , L)
Initialize ”flat” network G=(V,EG = ∅)
for layer ∈ L do
layer
for edge(nodei , nodej ) ∈ EM
Lnet do
if EG contains edge(nodei , nodej ) then
break
else
EG add edge(nodei , nodej )
~vf inal = node2vec(G)

Figure 4: Overview of the ”Result aggregation” approach.
This method is potentially better at preserving individual structure of each layer, however at a
cost of layer embeddings being decoupled. Since not having layer-level embeddings for all nodes
in all layers would prevent ability to merge resulting vector spaces, the layers need to be aligned.
This imposes nodes presence in the layer and misinform the algorithm, introducing artificial noise.
Padding could be proposed as an alternative, but using arbitrary values would not only make
the same imposure regarding, but also completely disregard the structure embedding algorithm
derived for corresponding vector space. So the algorithm both ignores interplay between layers and
potentially perturbs the internal structure of layers in order to make aggregation of vector spaces
possible.
”Layer co-analysis”
The last proposed approach adapts the arguably most natural way of extending random walk
exploration of the given multi-layer network. The general idea is to sample the network and
obtain its ”text” representation by allowing inter-layer traversal as a part of the walks, which
is demonstrated in Figure 5 and outlined in Algorithm 3.
The tendency of layer traversal at each step is controlled by a parameter r ∈ [0, 1], which represents
6

Algorithm 2 ”Result aggregation”
Get multilayer network M Lnet = (V, EM Lnet , L)
Initialize final embeddings ~vf inal
for layer ∈ L do
layer
~vlayer = node2vec(G = (V layer , EM
Lnet ))
~vf inal append ~vlayer

Figure 5: Overview of the ”Layer co-analysis” approach. At each step of the random walk, layer
traversal occurs with probability r.
the presumed importance of inter-layer relationships compared to intra-layer relationships between
nodes. Having the ability to traverse layers gives a potential to the method to be able to make
more associations while leveraging interactions between both nodes and layers. Since no explicit
modifications are made to the underlying network and resulting embeddings, extending the random
walks procedure does not perturb individual layer structures, also making the approach the least
intrusive of the three proposed.
Extending the approaches
As mentioned previously, ”Network aggregation” disregards the individual structures of the layers
in the process of accumulation into single-layered network. We attempt to improve algorithm’s
awareness with regard to individual layer detail by weighting the edges of the aggregated network.
These weights are set based on frequency of the occurrence of the corresponding edges across the
layers of the given multilayer network, which is illustrated in Figure 6. Doing so, however, assumes
that connections across all layers are equally important, and as result one is still unable to account
for layer’s internal edge-weighting. The next node in the random walk is then sampled based on
probabilities that account for this frequency-weighting.
Another extension we investigate is also related to incorporation of additional meta-information
7

Algorithm 3 ”Layer co-analysis”
Get multilayer network M Lnet = (V, EM Lnet , L)
Initialize list of walks
for walk iteration ∈ total num walks do
Uniformly choose a random current node in random current layer
list of walks append current node
for walk step ∈ walk length do
if rand() < r then
Uniformly choose a new current layer containing current node
Sample next current node in current layer
list of walks append current node
~vf inal = word2vec(list of walks)

regarding layers’ structure into random walks, this time for the case of ”Layer co-analysis”. Rather
than sampling a new layer uniformly, we set the probability of choosing another layer based on
the sense of similarity/dissimilarity. It is done either for the layers as a whole or neighborhoods
of the current node, and Jaccard similarity and distance are used as the metric. Looking at the
example displayed in Figure 7, one is presented with two choices. The neighbourhood similaritybased algorithm would prefer to traverse to layer 1, where continuation of the walk would further
emphasize the structure of the neighbourhoods. The layer similarity-based algorithm, on the other
hand, would be more likely to change to layer 2, where a different connection pattern could be
represented. Using distance as a metric is expected to enforce more aggressive exploration, allowing
walks to incorporate and represent more of the structural information. Using the similarity is
expected to allow incorporation of finer details. Basing decisions on layer as a whole or neighbourhood
places focus on either micro- or macro-structure.
Making more informed choices during walks are expected to make algorithms less sensitive to noise,
helping algorithms achieve more efficient navigation of the network during exploration by setting
the course of the random walks to potentially more relevant directions.
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Figure 6: Extension of ”Network aggregation” approach. The intra-layer details are reintroduced
into aggregated network by weighing edges based on their inter-layer frequency.

Figure 7: Extension the ”Layer co-analysis” approach. In the case of occurrence of layer traversal,
the new layer is chosen based on the similarity between layers or neighbourhoods(shown in red).
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2.3

Clustering

The final step of multilayer graph clustering via network embedding is to use the embedding for
clustering. Since each actor in the network has it’s own embedding, the clusters consist of different
actors. We are clustering actors in the network, not nodes. Here, the embedding is a set of points
in an n-dimensional space, each representing one actor in the network. There are many different
clustering algorithms and, ideally, one should be chosen based on the expected structure of the
clusters [11]. We expect word2vec to embed nodes that often appear in the same context along
the same vector, i.e. close together with respect to cosine distance. The magnitude of the vector
is expected to be related to the frequency at which a node is visited, as well as to how many
different contexts a node is observed in. This can heuristically be seen from equations (1) and (2).
Given this, it might seem plausible to try cluster in such a way that nodes that are close together
in Euclidian distance (or squared Euclidian distance) should be grouped together. In this way it
should be possible to capture more structure that using simply cosine distance, because nodes that
appear in a lot of different contexts could also be given their own clusters, instead of just being
grouped into the cluster where they appear the most often. The problem of minimizing within
cluster squared Euclidian distance is called k-means clustering. Formally, for some data set, the
problem is to separate it into k clusters while minimizing:
arg min
S

k
X
i=1

X
1
||x − y||2 .
2|Si ]

(5)

x,y∈Si

There are well known algorithms to optimize for this objective. In this project, we choose to use the
simplest one, the naive k-means algorithm. There are many faster alternatives, but we are mostly
interested in feasibility of this general approach [12].
A problem with our approach so far is that it assumes knowledge about how many clusters we are
expecting. In certain applications, this is not a problem. For example, if one was clustering fans
of Premier League teams based on their tweets, one would know that there are 20 teams and thus
we expect to have 20 clusters. However, clustering is often done in situations when we are not sure
about the structure of the data. In this case, we would have to have a way to choose the number
of clusters automatically. There exist several approaches in the literature. We chose to use the
silhouette method, because of its simple implementation.
The silhouette method compares clusterings with different number of clusters and assigns scores
to them in order to decide on the optimal number of clusters. For more details on the silhouette
method and alternatives, see for example Kodinariya, Trupti and Makwana [13].
2.3.1

Metric of the quality of clustering

It is necessary to measure the validity of the clusterings resulting from our method. If there exists
a ground truth solution of clusterings of a network, the similarity between the ground truth and
the results from the embeddings and clusterings can be measured with the Normalized Mutual
Information (NMI).
The equation for NMI can be formulated as
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N M I(X, Y ) =

2I(X; Y )
,
H(X) + H(Y )

(6)

where I(X; Y ) and H(X) are the mutual information and marginal entropy, respectively. Marginal
entropy and mutual information are defined in accordance with the convention, see for example
Schütze [14]. The mutual information is divided by the entropy of both clusters to normalize
the measurement. The mutual information function I(X; Y ) can be formulated as I(X; Y ) =
H(X) − H(X|Y ), where H(X|Y ) is the conditional entropy of clusters of X inside clusters of Y,
we can find this by counting each time a cluster from X is inside a cluster in Y. If X and Y are
identical then H(X|Y ) = 0 and we find by substitution that two identical clusterings would result
in a measurement of 1. Conversely if X and Y are completely independent and have no mutual
information, then H(X|Y ) = H(X) and we find that I(X; Y ) = N M I(X; Y ) = 0.
By using this measurement the embedding algorithm can be benchmarked for different settings
and against other algorithms. This proves useful, especially when tuning hyperparameters. The
normalization allows measuring different clusters independently of size, so the two different groups
of clusters can be measured against the ground truth accurately even if the groups contain different
numbers of clusters.

3

Numerical experiments

Several experiments are performed in order to find the relative performance of the algorithms, as
well as their sensitivity to hyperparameters. Two multilayer networks, DKPol and AUCS, are used
for experiments due to the availability of a ground truth clustering [15] [16]. DKPol is a network that
consists of 490 danish politicians. It has three layers depicting the different interactions available
on Twitter: follow, retweet and reply. AUCS, in turn, is a network consisting of 61 academics, with
5 layers describing their work, leisure, lunch, facebook and co-authorship interactions. The ground
truth clustering for DKPol is the division of the politicians into their respective party. In the case of
AUCS, ground truth represents different research groups. The clustering quality is measured by the
normalized mutual information score acquired when compared to the ground truth clustering. The
generalized Louvain algorithm [17] is used as a baseline algorithm for performance comparisons. To
study hyperparameter-sensitivities and performance, we focus on a range of values for five different
hyperparameters. Those hyperparameters are the random walk bias values p,q,r, the embedding
size, which is the number of dimensions that the network is embedded into, and lastly the window
size, which is the size of the context used in the word2vec algorithm (w in equation (1)). In order to
study the effect of changing the hyperparameters, 30000 random walks of length 80 are performed
on the AUCS and DKPol networks, for each algorithm. The number of clusters is set to lie between
2 and 12, and is chosen based on the silhouette score. In order to account for randomness in walks
and training of word2vec, the experiment is repeated five times for each specific combination of the
hyperparameters. The hyperparameter values used during performance experiments are:
• in-out probability parameters q, p = [0.2, 1, 5]
• layer traversal probability r = [0.2, 0.5, 0.8]
• context window size = [2, 7, 20]
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• embedding size = [2, 10, 20]

4

Results and discussion

Resulting performances over the range of settings, for DKPol and AUCS networks, are presented
as box-plots in Figures 8 and 9. The wide range of results indicates that all algorithms have a
strong dependence on the choice of hyperparameters. Performance displayed on the AUCS network
is generally better both for the benchmark algorithm and the embedding algorithms. This is likely
due to the fact that the AUCS network is much smaller and contains less noise. Consequentially,
since the total number of walks is the same for both networks, it implies a higher amount of
data per node. The ”Result aggregation” algorithm performs poorly on both data sets, and the
”Layer co-analysis” algorithm performs slightly better than the ”Network aggregation” algorithm.
The extension of the ”Network aggregation” algorithm performs slightly better than the original
algorithm, but the extensions to ”Layer co-analysis” performs very similar to the base variant.

Figure 8: Summary of algorithms’ performance, measured in terms of normalized mutual
information, for a range of setting on DKPol multilayer network. Average performance of
generalized Louvain method (shown in green) is provided as reference.
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Figure 9: Summary of algorithms’ performance, measured in terms of normalized mutual
information, for a range of setting on AUCS multilayer network. Average performance of generalized
Louvain method (shown in green) is provided as reference.
In order to see how the results depend on specific hyperparameters, two different approaches are
used. The first approach is to define a default setting of parameters, and then change a parameter
of interest while keeping the others fixed at their default values. This is similar to what is done in
the original node2vec paper [8]. For the DKPol network, results of these experiments can be seen
in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Results for AUCS are presented in the appendix.
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Figure 10: Sensitivity to the parameters for base algorithms and weighted ”Network aggregation”
extension, with other parameters being fixed at a time.
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Figure 11: Sensitivity to the parameters for the ”Layer co-analysis” algorithm and its similaritybased extensions, with other parameters being fixed at a time.
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The second approach is to take the average of all the results when a specific hyperparameter
remains fixed. The intent is to show effects of the parameter on an averagely tuned model, it gives
an indication of general significance of the parameter. It is also less arbitrary and there are more
data points. The results of the experiments, for both networks, are presented in the appendix, and
they generally present the same behaviour as the sensitivity experiments. This supports the view
that the effects seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11 are real, and not due to picking a certain set of
default parameters.
We see that ”Result aggregation” performs poorly for all choices of hyperparameters, for both
networks, DKPol and AUCS. This is probably partially due the embedding size. When embedding
a layer, there might not be enough useful information to effectively utilize all of the provided
flexibility, causing some features to learn the noise in the data instead. Another cause may be a
mismatch in vector magnitude between the layers. For example, some nodes are not seen often in
some layers, and therefore get shorter embedding vectors in those layers. This might distort the
distance metric. As a final straw, since missing actors get introduced into layers in order to be
able to merge vector spaces, algorithm is being misinformed and includes this artificial noise in the
embedding.
The random walk parameters, p and q, do not have strong influence on ”Layer co-analysis” and its
extensions. They have a larger influence on the ”Network aggregation” algorithm. This is probably
due to the ”Network aggregation” algorithm not having access to the interactions between different
layers or their individual structures. Then the choice of p and q becomes more influential since
suitable values of these parameters can allow the algorithm to identify features that are easier to
find in the multilayer setting. The parameter r has some influence for ”Layer co-analysis” and
its extensions. A small value seems to be bad. From what we can observe, the most important
parameters are window size and embedding size.
It is observed that the embedding size has large significance for all of the algorithms, with choice
of insufficient amount of features to be learned leading to significant loss of performance. In the
case of both variants of ”Network aggregation”, choosing also leads to decrease in performance,
indicating that the model is unable to distinguish between enough features to utilize all available
degrees of freedom. Interestingly, ”Layer co-analysis” and its extensions improve when embedding
size increases, even when going to 20 embedding dimensions. This indicates that they can find and
make use of more features.
An increase in window size is expected to allow the algorithm to have a better idea of the macrostructural roles of the nodes. The algorithms, however, need to be able to recognize those high-level
roles in the network and be able to distinguish this form of similarity from the local proximity in the
network. The difference in performance for different windows is likely related to the difference in
the random walks. Since, in the case of ”Layer co-analysis” there is a possibility of layer traversal
at every step, the random walks are more likely to present complicated and perhaps irrelevant
relationships. It is possible that it finds a global structure that decreases the clustering quality.
Instead, a shorter window size might reinforce relationships between nodes that often occur close
together, representing more local structure. This type of structure might then be more relevant for
community detection.
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Finally, we study the effects of amount of data on different variants of algorithms. We take the
median and best performing parameter settings for the weighted version of ”Network aggregation”,
”Result aggregation” and ”Layer co-analysis”. We then study how these algorithm with these
settings perform when the number of walks is varied. We give the algorithms the same number
of walks per actor in the network being embedded, which means that ”Result aggregation” gets
more walks in total, since it produces one embedding for each layer. This analysis was only done
for DKPol, and results are presented in Table 1. ”Network aggregation” has stable results over
different amounts of data. ”Result aggregation” is bad for all amounts of data. ”Layer co-analysis”
median setting performs worse with more data, and its best setting performs the same with more
data. These results indicate that, at least after some threshold, more data cannot fix a broken
algorithm.
Table 1: Effects of the amount of data on performance of a number of the base algorithms. Mean
value over 5 runs, with the standard deviation in brackets
Number of walks
per actor
and embedding
10
100
1000

5

Net-agg
(weighted)
median setting
0.62 (0.02)
0.61 (0.01)
0.59 (0.02)

Net-agg
(weighted)
best setting
0.75 (0.08)
0.76(0.05)
0.73(0.00)

Result-agg
median setting

Result-agg
best setting

Layer-co
median setting

Layer-co
best setting

0.06 (0.06)
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)

0.11 (0.01)
0.11 (0.02)
0.10) (0.02)

0.81 (0.02)
0.72 (0.06)
0.43 (0.31)

0.81 (0.02)
0.80 (0.02)
0.82 (0.04)

Conclusion

We find that two of the embedding approaches for multilayer networks that are presented by Chen
et al [6] combined with a naive k-means algorithm, can achieve NMI-scores similar to those of the
generalized Louvain algorithm. The two algorithms do not perform well for all hyperparameters,
with their performance being heavily reliant on tuning. A potential relationship between the
optimal hyperparameters and the structure of the network complicates the tuning task even further.
The methods that perform best are ”Network aggregation” and ”Layer co-analysis”. We also
find that ”Result aggregation” performs very poorly on the clustering problem. Our proposed
extension for the ”Network aggregation” algorithm, where the network’s edges are given a weight
in relationship to in how many layers the edge exists, seems to outperform the base algorithm
in a ”well-tuned” scenario. Extending the ”Layer co-analysis” algorithm and having it take into
consideration the Jaccard distance and similarity, does not seem to help performance. The most
important hyperparameters has shown to be window size and embedding size.
As a suggestion for future work, more networks with various properties should be examined to find
more general recommendations for choice of hyperparameters; optimality of the hyperparameter
values can likely be linked to the intrinsic properties of the network in consideration. The test
data was limited and is not representative of all networks, for example performance on really large
networks has not been studied. Since clustering is an unsupervised problem one would not be
able to assess the effects of hyperparameters on performance by comparison with ground truth,
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which makes tuning of the algorithms difficult. It may thus be auspicious to formulate a supervised
loss based on the structure and properties of the network at hand for the purpose of tuning the
hyperparameters. As example, one may suggest link prediction or, if available, label prediction
based cross validation. Effects of such tuning metrics on the performance for the clustering task
need to be further investigated.
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Appendix

Figure 12: Sensitivity to the parameters for the base algorithms and the weighted ”Network
aggregation” extension, with other parameters assuming default values, for the AUCS network.
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Figure 13: Sensitivity to the parameters for the ”Layer co-analysis” algorithm and it’s similaritybased extensions, with other parameters assuming default values, for the AUCS network.
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Figure 14: Average of all AUCS data for the base algorithms and the weighted ”Network
aggregation” extension
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Figure 15: Average of all AUCS data with with fixed parameters for the ”Layer co-analysis”
algorithm and it’s similarity-based extensions
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Figure 16: Average of all DKPol data for the base algorithms and the weighted ”Network
aggregation” extension
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Figure 17: Average of all DKPol data for the ”Layer co-analysis” algorithm and it’s similarity-based
extensions
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